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Abstract: The ASALT lab has been investigating the use of a segmented MEMS
DM in adaptive optics systems. One of the anticipated benefits of a segmented device is that in monochromatic light the throw is essentially inlinitc due to the modulo
2lt nature of the device. Earlier work demonstrated how this modulo 2lt behavior interacts unexpectedly with a standard proportional integral controller. Here we present
experimental data on this effect to include the testbed on which the data was taken and
the methodology used to measure the effect. Keywords: Deformable Mirror; MEMS.

Adaptive Optics. Control Law

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
For centuries astronomers have been plagued by effects of the atmosphere on their ground based images. Images formed on the focal plane of a telescope suffer from phase distortion and an overall tilt on
wave fronts caused by atmospheric turbulence. This causes aberrated images to form at the focal plane.
decreasing overall performance of the imaging system. The advent of adaptive optics has greatly enhanced
the performance and quality of imaging systems. especially in the astronomical community. Many astronomical discoveries would not have been possible without the use of adaptive optics.
Ground based telescopes using adaptive optics systems have the capability of achieving diffraction-limited
imaging and therefore can produce high quality science. An AO system consists of three major components: a wavefront sensor (WFS) to detect the optical disturbance. a deformable mirror (OM) to correct for
the optical disturbance. and a control computer to monitor the sensor information. l These systems work
to remove higher order distortions to stabilize the position of the astronomical images by removing the
overall tilt. 2 AO systems simultaneously relay the image to the science camera while removing the higher
order aberrations with the OM and tilt aberrations with a fast steering mirror (FSM) leaving only minor
amounts of residual error in the wave front .~ Figure I shows a simplified schematic diagram of an adaptive
optics system consisting of a FSM. OM. WFS. and controlling computer.
Conventional AO systems use a continuous face sheet OM. i.e. a DM with N number of actuators with
finite throw. These DM's are known to perform very well in moderate to mild turbulence. Here we inves-
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tig;ltc a smaller, segmented ~\'l icro- El ectrical-l\-\echani ea l -Syste m (MEMS) DM . ME:\ IS is Ihe imegr.ltion
of mechanical clements. sensors. aCIU:1I0N and dectmnics on a common si licon subsIr:lle Ihrough microfabricatio n tech nology. "-I EMS bri ngs toget her :.i licon-based mircoelectronics with micmmachining technology. making I Kls~ i hle tl1l.' realilation of complele :.y~ tem s (III a chip. The ASAI: r !nh:ll SI;lrfire Optical
Range has been investigati ng Ihe perfOnllanCe of ,I " \EMS segme nted D]\-\ in various turbulent regimes.
We have succcssfully charac!Crized the performance of this device and compared performance to thai of a
continuous face sheet OM used in conventional adaptive optic: 3..j and we have now tUnled our attention
to the imp:lct a segmented 0:\-\ has on convcntional contrall av.'. ---..,
c..-C'........... ; c·-,•..::a...s
2. I'ROIILEi\1 FOIll\ IULATION- CONTIWL LAW

I...e.-;""" S:-'jf' e (" Srn~

This research focuses on Ihe AO control 1:lw. Conventional control law IIses what is known as a
proponional-iruegral (PI) controller. 10 monitor information from the wavefront se nsors and to detennine
\\hat comrn:md:. shou ld be se nt to the D~ I. We implemented this sta ndard controller with the ~\E:\·IS DM
and found the ]lerform:l1lco.: degraded greatly compared 10 a continllous face sheel 01... \ ran with the same
co ntro ll er. ~ Initial data showed the reason fo r this degr.ldation was due to the real timc recons tructor (RTR).
[n the ASALT lab Ihe phase in formation is measured by a se lf-refe renci ng interferometer (S RI) which caplures lI/od(2;r ) phase. This phase information needs to be convened 10 a funClional form that the DM can
lise: thi s process is called recons!nlcting the wavefront and is accomplished by Ihe RTR. The RT R best fit s
the measured phase with a continuous 2- D function. calculates till and pi:.ton and sublrJ.cts bolh of Ihose
and a fc!ferencc map 10 produce Ihe residual ph a~e. The OUlput of the RTR goes to the D;\\ controller where
Ihe mirror commands arc calculaled IIsing.
YL = A 1.\"l I + /J'~'r

( I)

where n is the D;\-\ COlllmand al time step k. ~'r is the residu:Il phase . A is the ·Ieak·. and /J is the servo
gain. The II gain is also known as an illlegrator. The integr:nor induces memory orille previous aberratiOllS
in the system, whi le the /J gain is tho.: resulting correclion needed.
For COI1\·cl1lional AO sYSlems usi ng a continuou~ face ~heel Di\1. a lc:bt square!> e!>timation is generJ.lly
used to produce an estimate of the residual pha ~c. and is currently the method of choice u:.ed in most
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RTR's. Since the output of the SRI is in mod(21r) space, the RTR must "unwrap" the phase before sending
commands to the OM. Since the MEMS is a mod().) device this unwrapping of the phase is unnecessary.
When used on the MEMS OM, this RTR causes the actuator to "rair' causing a significant decrease in the
performance of the system.
In order to solve this problem a MEMS specific controller was designed that took the phase information
directly from the SRI and sent it to the OM, skipping the reconstruction all together. Currently, the MEMS
controller scales the phase to OM space and appropriately applies the servo gains. This is also where any
piston and reference removal is calculated. Initial data with the MEMS specific controller showed marked
improvement in performance over running with the conventional RTR:' but has also allowed the mod(21r)
nature of the MEMS OM to become evident. Here we will experimentally demonstrate this behavior and
briefly discuss possible optimization methods.
3.EXPER~ENTALSETUP

The ASALT lab is well equipped to test multiple different types of DM's under the same turbulence conditions. Our optical bench contains both a Boston MicroMachines MEMS DM as well as a Xinetics OM.
Each OM uses a self referencing interferometer wavefront sensor (SRI-WFS).

3.1 Testbed
ASALT uses an Atmospheric Turbulence Simulator (ATS) to simulate a two layer atmosphere with Kolmogorov turbulence. 6 The ATS consists of two phase screens generated by LexiTek used to simulate low
and high altitudes. The ATS allows for well controlled, repeatable atmospheric conditions by controlling
ro (Fried's coherence length), Rytov number (log-amplitude variance), and Greenwood frequency (characteristic frequency of the tilt of the atmosphere).
The optical table uses a l550nm laser as the source. This laser is propagated through the ATS which
imprints a scaled version of the turbulence profile onto its phase. A fast steering mirror (FSM) compensates
for the overall tip and tilt of the wavefront. The respective OM then applies a high-order correction to the
wavefront. Once rel1ected olT the DM the beam is sent to a SRI-WFS that directly m!!asures the phas!! of
the beam in mod(21r) space. 7 Figure 2 shows the optical layout of the table. The two OM's are placed
conjugate to the pupil and the WFS, i.e. they see the same wavefront as is in the entmnce aperture (pupil)
at the telescope.

3.2 MEMS Defonnable Mirror
The OM used in this particular experiment is a Boston Micromachines MEMS segmented device with
1024 actuators, a pixel pitch of 300j.lm and a fill factor of 98%. Mechanically, the power consumption of
the MEMS is approximately 40W with a volume of 0.0 14m 3 and a weight of less than 5kg. This particular
MEMS OM has an actuator throw of 1.5j.lm. Figure 3 shows the actuator scheme of a segmented and a
continuous face sheet OM for comparison.
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J. J COl1lrol Jl1Icrjm:c
The control interface consists of muhipk computers that interface wilh different pieces of hardw:lre on Ihe
table. Separate computers comrol each D)1. scoring C:lmer.l. WFS. elc. The main console controls all of
the systems. This console consists of spccilic modules that merge both lmrdwarc control and processing
:Jlgorithms. This console is highl y flexi ble :lllowing Ihe user 10 specify llIultiple aspects of the optics whle.
h is here where a specific RTR is implcmemed. WFS referellcc files can he spccificd. phase wheel speeds
C;tn be adjusted. DM comrols arc sel. etc. Figure 4 shows the p;micular layout used for thi s experiment.
!-Iere we have an SR I RTR. which yields phase only informati on from the SRI. :md a MEMS sped ti c RTR
which houses the :\'IEMS controll:lw.

Fig. 4. Control Interface

4. METHODOLOGY
Implementing a MEMS specific controller ha'l greatly improved system performance. but also has allowed
the mod(21C} nature of the MEMS OM to become apparent. With the new controller. if the phase is is such
that the mirror commands the actuator to extend past its maximum throw. the actuator will "wrap around"
meaning it will jump back down to try and account for the incoming phase. Generally the MEMS OM is
operated in a biased mode at 50% of its stoke and the OM commands are wrapped to be in a principal
domain of [-1C,1Cj. Therefore if the OM commands the actuator to move 1C + E or -Jr + E. the actuator
will wrap around instead of railing as with the conventional RTR. When this happens the actuator has
to traverse it'l full stroke and this added delay increases the likelihood of measuring an incorrect phase.
This will cause the response of the system to degrade and introduce discontinuities in the resulting mirror
commands.
The idea here is to demonstrate the mod(21C) nature ofthe MEMS OM. which is best achieved by analyzing
the response of the system in the frequency domain. Rejection functions are frequently used to determine
the response of an AD system to incoming disturbances. The disturbance is defined as the incoming aberrated phase while the response is the residual phase off the OM .8 In our case the response of the system can
be calculated using the mirror commands sent to the OM for the corresponding disturbance as a function
of frequency. i.e.
§( ) =.\'(00)
(2)
00
d( 00

r

where y( (i)} is the known mirror commands sent to the OM and d( (i)) is the corresponding disturbance as
a function of frequency. The error rejection curve plots the response of the system (usually in dB's) versus
the frequency. In the ideal case, as the frequency is increased the response should asymptotically approach
zero. Figure 5 shows an example of a theoretical error rejection curve along with the corresponding noise
rejection function .8
We discuss two methods to show the mod(.:\.) nature of the MEMS DM. The first method drove a single
actuator with a sinusoidal disturbance with varying frequency and amplitude. The actuator wa'l driven
from outside the control loop meaning the disturbance is placed on the mirror. rather than coming from the
wavefront sensor. Figure 6 shows where the disturbance was added with respect to the controller.
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For this setup we also biased the piston settings on Ihe D\'I. This seuing adjusts the position of the actuators
staning points. For our initial data nms Ihe D\I was pistoncd 10 50% of ils r:mgc. Sending in a disturbance
with low :lInpli1Udc in this case wi ll resu lt in the ;rctuato r mo ving "boll! the cente r of its range i.e. showing
norlllal performance. The pislOn was then sel ;n a zero bias s uc h thaI the aCllIators ;,11 started at their minimum position allowing for the wrap arou nd effcello be seen. A( thi s setti ng the actualOrs are movi ng abou t
the minimum and maximum r.mge of their throw, i.e. showi ng 1I10l1(2tc ) jumps in the mirror comlllJnds.
Throug hout the e .~perimc1ll the amplitude and fre(IUency of the incoming disturbance was varied. along
wi th the bias on the O~l
The second method made usc of the f:Lst steering mirror ( FS~I ), which normally remm'cs til! 011 thc wave·
from. We agJ.i n dro\'c the OM with a sinusoidal di ~ turban ce. but this time geller.lIed by se\'eral waves of
til! on the FSM. In this case the disturbance was introduced before [he controller, i.e. the wavefront sensor
prol,:csses th l! disturbancc as 0pposl!d to puuing [hI! disturb:lIIcc direct ly on the OM as in the fi rst approac h.
As lIlentioned earlier. the O~I commands afC '\\mppcd" in a principal domain of [- ;r.tcl. Using the FSM
to produce the disturbance allows us to sec one actuator performing normally while a neighboring actuator
shows the +tc , - tc jumps. Figure 7 shows where the distu rbance was added with respect to the controller.
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5. RES ULTS
As mentioned. the an:tlysis metries chosen for this experiment ,Ire the error rejection curves and the DM
commands. Figure 8 shows an elTor rejection curve for the ~'I E MS D:\'I under normal c1o.~c d loop operation driving one actuator with a si nusoidal distu rbance while Figu re l) shows the corresponding mirror
commands for each frequency tested. In thi ~ case Ihe D:-'-\ was bi:lsed at 50% of its throw r.mge. The error
rejection curve has the proper functiona l form: as the frequency increases the res ponse should 3SymptOlically approach zero. which is what we are see ing here. The mirro r cO lllmands also show no indication of
any discontinuities.
EnOl Rejeetlon
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Figure 10 shows the erro r rejecti on curve for:l dat;l set where there was a zero bias on the DM. while
Figu re [ ! shows the corn.:sponding mirror cOlilmands. The error rejection curve in this case is not showing a
typical res ponse. and by looking lie the correspo ndi ng DM commands it is clear why. The mi rro r commands
arc showing large di scontinues indicating the actuator in question had to wrap around in order to correct
for the incomi ng distu rbance.
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The !>e!:ond method using the FS~I also shows simi lar results. Figure 12 shows two neighboring actuators with IWO vcry different sets of mirror commands. This shows :L panicular actuator dcrnonstr.lling the
mOl/po ) effect and il5 neighboring aClu310ropcrating normally.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The goal of this research was to demonstrate the effects of a mod(A) DM. We successfully showed the
implications of this in the error rejection curves and the corresponding mirror commands. Discussed were
two separate methods used to demonstrate the issue; one by sending a sinusoidal disturbance directly to
one actuator of the MEMS DM and a second method using the FSM to induce tilt on the wavefront. We
have begun to address the need for an optimized MEMS specific controller, i.e. we designed an controller
that can eliminate the effects of individual actuators railing, but in order to correct for the wrap around
effect the current control law must be modified. This will involve looking more closely at the servo gains
and how they are effecting the OM commands. It has been proposed that implementing a time varying
control law will reduce the probability of individual actuators wrapping around. This will require different
A and B gains for different actuators depending upon the phase at a particular time. Over the next several
months we will begin to investigate new control law methods focusing on how the A and B gains are being
utilized and applied.
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